
 

Succoth  

 

 
...On the fifteenth day of this seventh month is the Festival of Succoth, seven 
days for the LORD. -Leviticus 23:34  

The Festival of Succoth begins the fifth day after Yom Kippur. A 
transition, from one of the most solemn holidays in our year to one 
of the most joyous and is commonly referred as the Season of our 
Rejoicing.  

Succoth is the last of the three pilgrimage festivals with a dual 
significance.  Historically, Succoth commemorates the forty-year 
period during which the children of Israel were wandering in the 
desert, living in temporary shelters, agriculturally Succoth is a 
harvest festival. 

The word "Succoth" means "booths," and refers to the temporary 
dwellings that we are commanded to live in during this holiday in 
memory of the period of wandering.  The name of the holiday is 
frequently translated as "Feast of Tabernacles," which  is 
misleading, because the word "tabernacle" in the Bible refers to the 
portable Sanctuary in the desert, a precursor to the Temple and the 
Hebrew word "succah" refers to the temporary booths that people 
lived in, not to the Tabernacle.  

Succoth lasts for seven days. The two days following the festival, 
Shemini Atzeret and Simchat Torah, are separate holidays but are 
related to Succoth and are commonly thought of as part of Succoth. 
In the Reform Movement these two holidays are combined as 
Simchat Torah. 

On the festival of Succoth no work is permitted on the first day (the 
orthodox also do not work on the second day of the holiday). Work 
is permitted on the remaining days. These intermediate days on 
which work is permitted are referred to as Chol Ha-Mo'ed.   

 

 

 



 

 

Building a Succah 
 
You will dwell in booths for seven days; all natives of Israel shall dwell in booths. 
-Leviticus 23:42  

In honour of the historical significance, we are commanded to dwell 
in temporary shelters, as our ancestors did in the wilderness. The 
temporary shelter is referred to as a succah.   

The succah is great fun for children. Building the succah each year 
satisfies the common childhood fantasy of building a fort, and 
dwelling in the succah satisfies a child's desire to camp out in the 
backyard. The commandment to "dwell" in a succah can be fulfilled 
by simply eating all of one's meals there; however, if the weather, 
climate, and one's health permit, one should spend as much time in 
the succah as possible, including sleeping in it.  

A succah must have at least two and a half walls covered with a 
material that will not blow away in the wind.  The "walls" of the 
succah do not have to be solid; canvas covering tied or nailed down 
is acceptable and quite common.  A succah may be any size, so 
long as it is large enough for you to fulfil the commandment of 
dwelling in it. The roof of the succah must be made of material that 
grew from the ground and was cut off, such as tree branches, corn 
stalks, bamboo reeds, sticks, or two-by-fours and must be left 
loose, not tied together or tied down.   Placed sparsely enough that 
rain can get in, and preferably sparsely enough that the stars can 
be seen, but not so sparsely that more than ten inches is open at 
any point or that there is more light than shade.  You may put a 
water-proof cover over the top of the succah when it is raining to 
protect the contents of the succah, but you cannot use it as a 
succah while it is covered and you must remove the cover to fulfil 
the mitzvah of dwelling in a succah.  

You can buy do-it-yourself succah from various sources online, or 
you can build your own.   It is common and recommended that you 
decorate the succah with fruit, produce and perhaps by hanging 
artwork drawn by the children on the walls. Building and decorating 
a succah is a fun family project, much like decorating the Christmas 
tree is for Christians.  

 



 

 

Arba Minim: The Four Species  
 
On the first day, you will take for yourselves a fruit of a beautiful tree, palm 
branches, twigs of a braided tree and brook willows, and you will rejoice before 
the L-RD your G-d for seven days. -  

During Succoth there is a ritual that involves what are known as the 
Four Species (arba minim in Hebrew) or the lulav and etrog. We are 
commanded to take these four plants and use them to "rejoice 
before the Lord." The four species in question are an etrog (a citrus 
fruit similar to a lemon native to Israel), a palm branch (in Hebrew, 
lulav), two willow branches (aravot) and three myrtle branches 
(hadassim). The six branches are bound together and referred to 
collectively as the lulav, because the palm branch is by far the 
largest part. The etrog is held separately. With these four species in 
hand, one recites a blessing and waves the species in all six 
directions (east, south, west, north, up and down), symbolizing the 
fact that God is everywhere.  

The four species are also held and waved during the Hallel prayer in 
religious services, and are held during processions around the 
bimah (the pedestal where the Torah is read) called hakafot each 
day during the holiday. These processions commemorate similar 
processions around the altar of the ancient Temple in Jerusalem. 
This part of the service is known as Hoshanot, because while the 
procession is made, we recite a prayer with the refrain, "Hoshana!" 
(please save us!). On the seventh day of Succoth, seven circuits are 
made. For this reason, the seventh day of Succoth is known as 
Hoshanah Rabbah (the great Hoshanah).  

After the circuits on Hoshanah Rabbah, we beat the willow branches 
against the floor five times, shaking loose some or all of the 
remaining leaves. A number of explanations are offered for this 
unusual beating practice, but the primary reason seems to be 
agricultural: the rainy season in Israel begins in the fall, and the 
leaves falling from the willow branch symbolize our desire for 
beneficial rainfall.  

Why are these four plants used instead of other plants? There are 
two primary explanations of the symbolic significance of these 
plants: that they represent different parts of the body, or that they 
represent different kinds of Jews.  



According to the first interpretation, the long straight palm branch 
represents the spine. The myrtle leaf, which is a small oval, 
represents the eye. The willow leaf, a long oval, represents the 
mouth, and the etrog fruit represents the heart. All of these parts 
have the potential to be used for sin, but should join together in the 
performance of mitzvot (commandments).  

According to the second interpretation, the etrog, which has both a 
pleasing taste and a pleasing scent, represents Jews who have 
achieved both knowledge of Torah and performance of mitzvot. The 
palm branch, which produces tasty fruit, but has no scent, 
represents Jews who have knowledge of Torah but are lacking in 
mitzvot. The myrtle leaf, which has a strong scent but no taste, 
represents Jews who perform mitzvot but have little knowledge of 
Torah. The willow, which has neither taste nor scent, represents 
Jews who have no knowledge of Torah and do not perform the 
mitzvot. We bring all four of these species together on Succoth to 
remind us that every one of these four kinds of Jews is important, 
and that we must all be united.  

 

The Lulav Blessing  בלול 
Stand facing the east toward Jerusalem.  Take the etrog in your left 
hand with the stem (green tip) up and the pitam (brown tip) down. 
Take the lulav (including the palm, myrtle and willow branches 
bound together) in your right hand. Bring your hands together and 
recite the blessing below.  

After you recite the blessing, turn the etrog so the stem is down 
and the pitam is up. Be careful not to damage the pitam! With the 
lulav and etrog together, gently shake forward (East) three times, 
then pull the lulav and etrog back in front of your chest. Repeat this 
to the right (South), then over your right shoulder (West), then to 
the left (North), then up, then down 

 
Barukh atah Adonai, Eloheinu, melekh ha-olam 
Blessed are you, Lord, our God, sovereign of the universe 

 
asher kidishanu b'mitz'votav v'tzivanu 
Who has sanctified us with His commandments and 
commanded us 



 
al n'tilat lulav (Amen) 
to take up the lulav (Amen) 

A Time for Family and Friends 
And so to Food and YomTov Dinners 
 
Food and the festive meal shared by family and friends is central to 
Jewish family life and the celebrations of Succoth, which in some 
families continues over the entire holiday with visits to each others 
homes.  There mare many resources available on the internet with 
ideas and recipes for which we have set out some links you may 
find of use below. 
 
 
The Stuff of Legend 
 
Although there are no explicit rules as to what foods must be eaten 
during Succoth, stuffed foods are extremely common. These may 
include stuffed peppers, eggplants, or cabbage, stuffed fruits and 
pastries, knishes, kreplach, main-dish pies, or even ravioli. Though 
no one knows for sure, there are several theories as to how the 
metaphor of stuffing came to be associated with Succoth. Some 
commentators liken the stuffed foods to miniature cornucopia, 
representing a bountiful harvest. The cornucopia originated in Greek 
mythology, so the terminology is not historically accurate, but the 
symbolism may nevertheless be correct. In terms of the harvest 
that Succoth celebrates, produce such as peppers and eggplant will 
have been gathered recently, and Mark suggested that stuffing 
them with the other late-summer vegetables may represent the 
completion of the harvest. Succoth also includes the notion of 
welcoming guests (both living and historical heroes) into the 
Succoth, thus “stuffing” them into a wrapper of sorts. 
 
Any dish incorporating the harvest of one’s own region is 
appropriate for Succoth, but particularly those which feature a 
number of ingredients within, like stuffed vegetables, fruits, and 
main-dish pies -- miniature cornucopia symbolizing the plenty with 
which we have been blessed and for which we hope throughout the 
coming New Year. This concept is seen in the Ashkenazic tradition 
of serving kreplach or stuffed cabbage during this holiday and the 
Sephardic tradition of serving couscous, with its accompanying 
variety of vegetables and toppings. In cooler climates, baked 
casseroles or hearty one-pot meals are especially favoured, since it 
is convenient to ferry them to the Succoth.  According to the 
Talmud, the table should be decorated with pomegranates, 
themselves a symbol of plenty, and flasks of wine. 



(Please note LRS is not responsible for any recipes found from these links below 
meeting Kashrus requirements.) 
 
http://www.chabad.org/holidays/JewishNewYear/template_cdo/aid/4329/jewish/
Recipes.htm  
 
http://www.epicurious.com/recipes/food/views/Kreplach-236219  
 
We would also recommend The Book of Jewish Food: An Odyssey from 
Samarkand and Vilna to the Present Day by Claudia Roden for anyone interested 
in Jewish food and its history. 
 
Amazon.co.uk Review 
 
Claudia Roden, author of The Book of Jewish Food, has done more than simply 
compile a cookbook of Jewish recipes--she has produced a history of the 
Diaspora, told through its cuisine. The book's 800 recipes reflect many cultures 
and regions of the world, from the Jewish quarter of Cairo where Roden spent her 
childhood to the kitchens of Europe, Asia and the Americas. Both Ashkenazi and 
Sepharidic cooking are well represented here: hallah bread, bagels, blintzes and 
kugels give way to tabbouleh, falafel and succulent lamb with prunes, which are, 
in turn, succeeded by such fare as Ftut (Yemeni wedding soup) and Kahk 
(savoury bracelets).  
 
Interwoven throughout the text are Roden's charming asides--the history of 
certain foods, definitions (Kaimak, for instance, is the cream that rises to the top 
when buffalo milk is simmered) and ways of preparing everything from an 
eggplant to a quince. In addition, Roden tells you everything you've ever wanted 
to know about Jewish dietary laws, what the ancient Hebrews ate and the various 
holidays and festivals on the Jewish calendar. Detailed sections on Jewish history 
are beautifully illustrated with archival photographs of families, towns and, of 
course, food. The Book of Jewish Food is one that any serious cook--Jewish and 
non-Jewish alike--would gladly have (and use often) in the kitchen. --Kyle Dean  
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